Don’t let your papers turn into zombies!

Authenticate your Key Biological Resources Through SciCrunch

It is now possible to protect your next paper from zombification, the inability to use or validate the information in the paper. Make your next paper more reproducible, findable and more widely read by including RRIDs.

RRIDs are authentication tags for key biological resources such as antibodies, transgenic organisms, cell lines and software tools.

RRIDs are easy to find on scicrunch.org/resources, a website for researchers to quickly identify the tools they use. RRIDs are required in journals published by Cell Press, BMC, Wiley, Elsevier and others.

**Contact info@scicrunch.org**

*Authentication is a new requirement for NIH grants starting in May 2016 (NOT-OD-16-011)*
*NIDA points to scicrunch.org/resources as a method for meeting this new requirement for Rigor and Transparency (-NIDA Neuroscience Update, March 4, 2016).*